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White House drug czar Barry McCaffrey has absolved the Cuban government of allegations
that it is involved in drug trafficking and has called for greater cooperation with Cuba on drug
policy. However, despite reports of Cuban interest in working more closely with the US on drug
interdiction, US policymakers have no plans for improving joint efforts. Cuba's opening to foreign
investment and tourism has coincided with an increase in drug trafficking through the island and its
territorial waters. "Tourism brings drugs," said an official of the Foreign Ministry.
Earlier this year, President Fidel Castro acknowledged that the growth of economic ties with foreign
companies had made drug trafficking and money laundering more difficult to control (see NotiCen,
1999-06-18). Despite assertions by Castro's opponents in the US that the Cuban government and
Castro personally are involved in the drug trade, the UN International Drug Control Program, the
US Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), and McCaffrey's office reject the claim. There is no
evidence of Cuban government "complicity with drug crime," McCaffrey has said.
In remarks made May 8, McCaffrey caused a stir in the anti-Castro exile community when he said
Cuba was willing to cooperate with the US in the war on drugs and that only a small fraction of the
drugs entering the US pass through Cuba. Most of those drugs are moved by US and Bahamian
drug runners who pick up bundles of cocaine dropped into the sea around Cuba and transport
them in high-speed launches to the US. McCaffrey told the Associate Press, "I don't think it's a
significant [drug] problem on balance yet, but as we look to the future, my own assumption is that it
will become one." In the meantime, Cuba's drug interdiction efforts are hampered because it does
not have the "radar and intercept capabilities" it needs, he said.
A Cuban Interior Ministry official told the Washington Post, "We are seeing a systematic increase in
the amount of drugs dropped by air here, then picked up by fast boats and taken out of our waters.
Our Soviet launches are 20 years old and can go 27 knots, while the drug traffickers can easily go at
45 knots. We are doing what we can with our resources, but we are limited in what we can do."
Cuban officials have complained that the lack of high-level working relationships with the US is a
major obstacle to anti-drug operations. "You would think that if there were any area in which we
could work together, this would be it," said Ricardo Alarcon, president of the Cuban parliament.
In McCaffrey's analysis, the absence of diplomatic relations with Cuba has interfered with full
bilateral cooperation, so that the chief contacts between the two governments on drug interdiction
are between the US Coast Guard and Cuban authorities. "When we give them intelligence, they act
on it," McCaffrey said.
Stopping short of calling for an overhaul of US Cuban policy, McCaffrey said the problem was that,
because of Cuba's "one-party dictatorship with this anachronistic Marxist economy that doesn't
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work," it is hard for the US to work with Cuba on drug policy. But, he said, "dialogue might produce
something useful, and we probably ought to be willing to encourage it." "Cuba will not remain a
collapsing communist dictatorship with a goofy economic system much longer," said McCaffrey.
"Eventually it is going to be another economic center in the hemisphere, so we clearly don't want
international drug crime dominating Cuba."
Anti-Castro legislators blast McCaffrey
Last December, Reps. Lincoln Diaz Balart, Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R-FL), and Dan Burton (R-IN)
wrote McCaffrey demanding he investigate Cuba's "participation in narco-trafficking and take all
necessary actions to end the Clinton administration's cover-up of that reality." In a reply, McCaffrey
called the letter "insulting," denied there was any cover-up, and said Cuba was not involved with
drug traffickers.
Responding to McCaffrey's May 8 remarks, Rep. Diaz Balart again attacked McCaffrey's findings
and accused President Bill Clinton's administration of covering up Cuban government ties with
Colombian drug traffickers. In comparison with the spotty, low-level cooperation between the US
and Cuba, the British government spends US$400,000 a year to train Cuban anti-narcotics forces.
British Ambassador in Cuba David Ridgway said Cuba's commitment to drug interdiction "is very
strong," and he said the money is "well spent."
Asked about McCaffrey's views, Clinton's special assistant Francisco Sanchez told Agence France-
Presse the US does not reject the possibility of working with Cuba on drug-traffic control. However,
he made it clear that an increase in cooperation between the two governments on interdiction would
be simply an extension of the episodic cooperation that has gone on at lower levels in the past and
would not represent any basic change in US Cuban policy.
Sanchez said Clinton was committed to the present policy because Cuba has not changed its form
of government. Administration officials say they fear that increasing formal cooperation with Cuba
would create a backlash from anti-Castro forces in Congress that could threaten even the present
levels of bilateral efforts against drugs. (Sources: The Dallas Morning News, 06/15/98; Reuters,
05/08/99; Associated Press, 05/08/99, 05/09/99; Agence France-Presse, 05/12/99; Spanish News
Service EFE, 05/13/99; The Washington Post, 05/25/99)
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